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Abstract
Due to its underlying gauge structure, teleparallel gravity achieves a separation between inertial
and gravitational effects. It can, in consequence, describe the isolated gravitational interaction
without resorting to the equivalence principle, and is able to provide a tensorial definition for the
energy-momentum density of the gravitational field. Considering the conceptual conflict between
the local equivalence principle and the nonlocal uncertainty principle, the replacement of general
relativity by its teleparallel equivalent can be considered an important step towards a prospective
reconciliation between gravitation and quantum mechanics.
1 Introduction
At least at the classical level, the gravitational field exhibits a quite peculiar property: particles
with different masses and different compositions feel it in such a way that all of them acquire the
same acceleration and, given the same initial conditions, follow the same path. Such universality of
response — usually referred to as universality of free fall — is the most fundamental characteristic of
the gravitational interaction. It is unique, peculiar to gravitation: no other basic interaction of Nature
has it. On the other hand, effects equally felt by all bodies were known since long. They are the so
called inertial or fictitious effects, which show up in non-inertial frames. Examples on Earth are the
centrifugal and the Coriolis forces.
Universality of both gravitational and inertial effects was one of the clues used by Einstein in
building up general relativity, his theory for gravitation. A crucial point of Einstein’s description
is that it makes no use of the concept of force for the gravitational interaction. In fact, instead of
acting through a force, gravitation is supposed to produce a curvature in spacetime. The gravitational
interaction in this case is achieved simply by letting a (spinless) particle to follow a geodesics of
the curved spacetime. Notice that no other kind of spacetime deformation is supposed to exist.
Torsion, for example, which would be another natural spacetime deformation, is assumed to vanish
from the very beginning. In general relativity, therefore, geometry replaces the concept of gravitational
force, and the trajectories are determined, not by force equations, but by geodesic equations. The
underlying spacetime of this theory is a pseudo-Riemannian space. It is important to emphasize that
only an interaction presenting the property of universality can be described by such a geometrization
of spacetime. In the eventual lack of universality, the geometrical description of general relativity
would break down. It is also important to observe that universality of free fall is usually identified
with the weak equivalence principle. In fact, if all particles move along geodesics, the motion will be
independent of their masses — that is, universal. Nevertheless, in order to allow that independence,
the masses must be canceled out from the equation of motion. Since this cancellation can only be
made when the inertial and gravitational masses coincide, this coincidence is seen as a statement of
the weak equivalence principle.
General relativity and quantum mechanics are not consistent with each other. This conflict stems
from the very principles on which these theories take their roots. General relativity, on one hand,
is based on the equivalence principle, whose strong version establishes the local equivalence between
gravitation and inertia. It presupposes an ideal observer on spacetime [1], represented by a timelike
curve which intersects the space-section at a point. In each space-section, it applies at that intersecting
point. The fundamental asset of quantum mechanics, on the other hand, is the uncertainty principle,
which is essentially nonlocal: a test particle is never at a point in space, nor does it follow a trajectory
— it follows infinitely many trajectories, each one with a different probability [2]. The conflict comes
from that observer idealization. In the equation for a curve, gravitation only appears through the Levi–
Civita connection, which can be made to vanish all along. An ideal observer can choose frames whose
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acceleration exactly compensate the effect of gravitation — which is the strong equivalence principle.
A real observer, on the other hand, will be necessarily an object extended in space, consequently
intersecting a congruence of curves. Such congruences are described by the deviation equation and
will, consequently, detect the true covariant object characterizing the gravitational field, the curvature
tensor which cannot be made to vanish. Quantum Mechanics requires real observers, pencils of ideal
observers. The inconsistency with the strong equivalence principle is, therefore, of mathematical
necessity. It is not possible, as a consequence, to define a quantum version of this principle [3]. On the
other hand, the inconsistency of quantum mechanics with the weak equivalence principle is a matter
of experimental verification. Although it has passed all experimental tests at the classical level [4],
there are compelling evidences that the weak equivalence principle might not be true at the quantum
level [5].
Now, in addition to the geometric description of general relativity, gravitation can also be described
in terms of a gauge theory [6]. In fact, the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity, or teleparallel
gravity for short, can be interpreted as a gauge theory for the translation group. In this theory, instead
of curvature, torsion is assumed to represent the gravitational field. The corresponding underlying
spacetime is, in this case, a Weitzenbo¨ck spacetime [7]. In spite of this fundamental difference, the two
theories are found to yield equivalent classical descriptions of the gravitational interaction [8]. Con-
ceptual differences, however, show up. According to general relativity, curvature is used to geometrize
spacetime.Teleparallelism, on the other hand, attributes gravitation to torsion, but in this case tor-
sion accounts for gravitation not by geometrizing the interaction, but by acting as a true force. As a
consequence, there are no geodesics in teleparallel gravity, but only force equations quite analogous to
the Lorentz force equation of electrodynamics [9].
One may wonder why gravitation has two different descriptions. This duplicity is related precisely
to that peculiarity, universality. Gravitation is, like the other fundamental interactions of nature,
described by a gauge theory — just teleparallel gravity. Universality of free fall, however, makes it
possible a second, geometrized description, given by general relativity. As the sole universal interaction,
it is the only one to allow also a geometrical interpretation, and two alternative descriptions. One
may also wonder why a gauge theory for the translation group, and not for other spacetime group.
The reason for this is related to the source of gravitation, that is, energy and momentum. As is well
known from Noether’s theorem [10], these quantities are conserved provided the physical system is
invariant under spacetime translations. It is then natural to expect that the gravitational field be
associated to the translation group. This is quite similar to the electromagnetic field, whose source —
the electric four-current — is conserved due to invariance of the theory under transformations of the
unitary group U(1), the gauge group of Maxwell’s theory.
Maxwell’s gauge theory consistently describes the electromagnetic interaction, whose non-universal
character can be seen from the fact that the Lorentz force depends on the ratio e/m between the
electric charge and mass of the particle. This lack of universality precludes a geometric description.
On the other hand, although it describes a universal interaction, teleparallel gravity is a gauge theory
for the Abelian translation group. Like in Maxwell’s theory, the trajectories are not geodesics, but
force equations. As a consequence of this property, teleparallel gravity achieves a separation between
inertial from gravitational effects, and is found not to require the equivalence principle to describe the
gravitational interaction [11]. To explore deeper these points will be the basic purpose of these notes.
We begin with a review, in the next section, of the fundamentals of teleparallel gravity.
2 Fundamentals of Teleparallel Gravity
The mathematical structure of distant parallelism, also referred to as absolute or teleparallelism, was
used by Einstein in the late nineteen twenties, in his attempt to unify gravitation with electromag-
netism. The crucial idea was the introduction of a tetrad field, a field of orthonormal bases of the
tangent spaces at each point of the four-dimensional spacetime. The specification of a tetrad involves
sixteen components, whereas the gravitational field, represented by the spacetime metric, requires
only ten components. The six additional degrees of freedom ensured by the tetrad was then supposed
by Einstein to represent the electromagnetic field. Due to the local Lorentz invariance of the theory,
which eliminates six degrees of freedom, this attempt of unification did not succeed, but some of the
concepts introduced by him remain important up to the present day [12]. Of course, its present interest
concerns the gravitational interaction only, and not any unification purposes.
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According to the gauge structure of teleparallel gravity, to each point of spacetime there is attached
a Minkowski tangent space, the “fiber” on which the translation (gauge) group acts. We use the Greek
alphabet µ, ν, ρ, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3 to denote spacetime indices and the Latin alphabet a, b, c, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3
to denote algebraic indices related to the tangent Minkowski spaces, whose metric is chosen to be
ηab = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1). Whenever convenient, the magnitudes related to teleparallel gravity will
be denoted with an upper “•”, whereas those corresponding to general relativity will be denoted with
an upper “◦”. As a gauge theory for translations, the fundamental field of teleparallel gravity is the
translational gauge potential Baµ, a 1-form assuming values in the Lie algebra of the translation group
Bµ = B
a
µ Pa, (1)
with Pa = ∂/∂x
a the translation generators. The corresponding field strength is
F aµν = ∂µB
a
ν − ∂νBaµ. (2)
Introducing the trivial — that is, holonomic — tetrad
eaµ = ∂µx
a, (3)
which satisfies
∂µe
a
ν − ∂νeaµ = 0,
the field strength can be rewritten in the form
F aµν = ∂µh
a
ν − ∂νhaµ, (4)
where
haµ = ∂µx
a +Baµ (5)
is an anholonomic tetrad. Since we have chosen its non-gravitational part ∂µx
a to be holonomic, its
anholonomy [13]
f cab = ha
µhb
ν(∂νh
c
µ − ∂µhcν) (6)
will come from the gravitational field only, here represented by the translational gauge potential Baµ.
In fact, it is easy to see that
F abc = −fabc. (7)
Although the spacetime metric
gµν = ηab h
a
µ h
b
ν (8)
does not represent the dynamical variable of the theory, the presence of a translational gauge potential
changes its form, which means that teleparallel gravity is not a background-independent field theory. It
is enough to observe that, whereas the tangent space indices are raised and lowered with the Minkowski
metric ηab, spacetime indices are raised and lowered with the spacetime metric gµν .
Teleparallel gravity is characterized by a connection presenting torsion, but no curvature. Its spin
connection can always be taken to vanish everywhere in a given frame:
•
Aabµ ≡ haν
(
∂µhb
ν +
•
Γνρµ hb
ρ
)
= 0. (9)
This is the so called absolute parallelism condition, from where the theory borrows its name. The
corresponding spacetime connection, usually called the Weitzenbo¨ck connection, is found to be
•
Γ
ρ
νµ = ha
ρ∂µh
a
ν . (10)
As a simple calculation shows, the field strength is found to coincide with the torsion of the Weitzenbo¨ck
connection:
F aµν ≡
•
T aµν = h
a
ρ (
•
Γρνµ −
•
Γρµν). (11)
The Lagrangian of teleparallel gravity is [14]
•
L = h
4k2
•
Sa
µν
•
T aµν , (12)
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where
•
Sa
µν = haρ [
•
Kµνρ − gρν
•
T θµθ + g
ρµ
•
T θνθ] (13)
is the superpotential, with
•
Kµνρ = 1
2
(
•
T νµρ +
•
T ρµν −
•
T µνρ) (14)
the contortion tensor. Considering then the Lagrangian
L = •L+ Lm, (15)
with Lm representing the Lagrangian of a general matter field, a variation with respect to the gauge
field Baρ will lead to the teleparallel field equations
∂σ(h
•
Sa
ρσ)− k2 (h • aρ) = k2 (hTaρ), (16)
where
•
 a
ρ ≡ −1
h
∂
•
L
∂haρ
=
ha
λ
k2
(
•
T
c
µλ
•
Sc
µρ − 1
4
δλ
ρ
•
T
c
µν
•
Sc
µν
)
(17)
represents the tensorial form of the gravitational energy-momentum density [15], and
Taρ ≡ −1
h
δLm
δBaρ
≡ −1
h
δLm
δhaρ
= −1
h
(
∂Lm
∂haρ
− ∂λ ∂Lm
∂∂λhaρ
)
(18)
is the matter energy-momentum tensor. Due to the anti-symmetry of
•
Sa
ρσ in the last two indices, the
total current is conserved as a consequence of the field equation:
∂ρ
[
h
(
•
 a
ρ + Taρ
)]
= 0. (19)
Now, with spacetime indices only, the above field equations acquire the form
∂σ(h
•
Sλ
ρσ)− k2 (h •tλρ) = k2 (hTλρ), (20)
where Tλρ = Taρ haλ, and
h
•
tλ
ρ =
h
k2
(
•
Γµνλ
•
Sµ
ρν − 1
4
δλ
ρ
•
T θµν
•
Sθ
µν
)
(21)
is the energy-momentum pseudotensor of the gravitational field. We see clearly from these equations
the origin of the connection-term that transforms the tensorial current
•
 a
ρ into the energy-momentum
pseudotensor
•
tλ
ρ.
The Weitzenbo¨ck connection
•
Γρµν is related to the Christoffel connection
◦
Γρµν of metric gµν by
•
Γρµν =
◦
Γρµν +
•
Kρµν . (22)
Using this relation, it is possible to show that
•
L =
◦
L − ∂µ
(
2hk−2
•
T νµν
)
, (23)
where
◦
L = −
√−g
2k2
◦
R (24)
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represents the Einstein–Hilbert Lagrangian of general relativity, with
◦
R the scalar curvature of the con-
nection
◦
Γρµν . Up to a divergence, therefore, the teleparallel Lagrangian is equivalent to the Einstein–
Hilbert Lagrangian of general relativity.1 It is important to observe also that, by using the relation
(22), the left-hand side of the field equation (20) can be shown to satisfy
∂σ(h
•
Sλ
ρσ)− k2 (h•tλρ) ≡ h
(
◦
Rλ
ρ − 1
2
δλ
ρ
◦
R
)
. (26)
This means that, as expected due to the equivalence between the corresponding Lagrangians, the
teleparallel field equation (16) is equivalent to Einstein’s field equation
◦
Rλ
ρ − 1
2
δλ
ρ
◦
R = k2 Tλρ. (27)
We see in this way that, in spite of the conceptual differences between teleparallel gravity and general
relativity, these theories are found to yield equivalent descriptions of gravitation. From this point
of view, general relativity can be considered a complete theory in the sense that it does not need
to be generalized through the introduction of torsion [18]. In fact, observe that the matter energy-
momentum tensor appears as the source of curvature in general relativity, and as the source of torsion
in teleparallel gravity.
3 Passage to a General Frame
In special relativity there is a preferred class of frames: the class of inertial frames. Similarly, in the
presence of gravitation, there will also be a preferred class of frames. These frames can be identified
by the fact that, in the absence of gravitation they reduce to the inertial — that is, holonomic —
frames of special relativity. In these frames, therefore, the coefficient of anholonomy f cab is related
to the gravitational field only, not to inertial effects coming from the frame [19]. In other words, the
first term of the tetrad (5), which represents the non-gravitational part of the frame, is holonomic.
This is the class of frames commonly used in teleparallel gravity. In these frames, the spin connection
vanishes, and the frame anholonomy coincides, up to a sign, with torsion, the tensor that represents
the gravitational field in teleparallel gravity:
f cab = −
•
T
c
ab. (28)
The above class of frames can thus be said to be purely gravitational in the sense that, in the
absence of gravitation, they reduce to the class of inertial frames. Although it assumes a simpler form
in these frames, teleparallel gravity can be formulated in any class of frames. Let us then consider a
local Lorentz transformation Λab ≡ Λab(x), under which the tetrad changes according to
h′aµ = Λ
a
b h
b
µ. (29)
A general spin connection, on the other hand, behaves as
A′abµ = Λ
a
cA
c
dµ Λb
d + Λac ∂µΛb
c. (30)
Since the Weitzenbo¨ck spin connection vanishes in a given frame, in the Lorentz-rotated frame it will
have the form
•
A
′a
bµ = Λ
a
e ∂µΛb
e. (31)
1It should be remarked that the first-order Møller’s Lagrangian of general relativity [16]
◦
L =
h
2k2
(
◦
∇µh
aν
◦
∇νha
µ
−
◦
∇µha
µ
◦
∇νh
aν
)
, (25)
which differs from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian by a total divergence, when rewritten in terms of the Weitzebo¨ck
connection coincides exactly — that is, without any boundary term — with the teleparallel Lagrangian (12). Teleparallel
gravity, therefore, can be considered as fully equivalent with the Møller’s first-order formulation of general relativity [17].
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If the spin connection is zero in a frame, therefore, it will not be zero in any other frame related with
the first by a local Lorentz transformation.
Now, in the Lorentz-rotated frame, the tetrad (5) will be
h′aµ = e
′a
µ +B
′a
µ, (32)
where
e′aµ ≡
•
D′µx′a = ∂µx′a +
•
A
′a
bµ x
′b, (33)
with
•
A′abµ given by Eq. (31). Since the translational gauge potential is Lorentz–covariant,
B′aµ = Λ
a
bB
b
µ, (34)
the inertial effects coming from the frame will be totally included in the first (non-gravitational) term
of the tetrad. In fact, whereas the anholonomy of the tetrad (5) comes solely from the presence of the
gravitational field Baµ, the anholonomy of the tetrad (32) includes also inertial effects related to the
frame [20]:
f ′cab = −
•
T
′c
ab − (
•
A
′c
ab −
•
A
′c
ba). (35)
We see in this way that, even in the absence of gravitation — an absence here represented by the
vanishing of the gravitational field strength
•
T ′cab — the frame still has an anholonomy, which comes
entirely from the inertial properties of the Lorentz-rotated frame. Any theory that has the complete
tetrad — or the metric — as the field variable, therefore, will necessarily include this additional frame-
anholonomy in its fundamental field. This is not the case of teleparallel gravity, whose fundamental
field is not the tetrad or the metric, but the isolated translational gauge potential Baµ. In fact, since
the frame–related inertial effects are included in the first term of the tetrad, field Baµ turns out to
represent solely the pure gravitational field. We can then say that teleparallel gravity achieves a
separation between inertial and gravitational effects. This is the reason why it does not require the
equivalence principle. In what follows, we are going to explore this property in more depth.
4 Force Equation Versus Geodesics
Let us consider, in the context of teleparallel gravity, the motion of a spinless particle of mass m in a
gravitational field Baµ. The action integral is quite analogous to that of the electromagnetic case,
S = −mc
∫ b
a
[ua dx
a + uaB
a
µ dx
µ] , (36)
where ua = haµ u
µ is the anholonomic particle four-velocity, with
uµ =
dxµ
ds
(37)
the holonomic four-velocity, which is written in terms of the spacetime invariant interval
ds = (gµνdx
µdxν)1/2.
In a Lorentz-rotated frame, it assumes the form
S = −mc
∫ b
a
[
u′a e
′a
µ + u
′
aB
′a
µ
]
dxµ, (38)
Variation of this action yields
du′a
ds
− •A′cab u′c u′b =
•
T
′c
ab u
′
c u
′b. (39)
This is the force equation governing the motion of the particle in teleparallel gravity. The right-
hand side represents the purely gravitational force, and transforms covariantly under local Lorentz
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transformations. The fictitious forces coming from the frame non-inertiality, on the other hand, are
not covariant, and are taken into account by the connection term appearing in the left-hand side.
That the inertial effects are not covariant is clear if we remember that they vanish in an inertial
frame. Furthermore, we see from Eq. (31) that the connection
•
A′cab depends only on the Lorentz
transformation. In teleparallel gravity, therefore, whereas the gravitational effects are described by a
covariant force, the inertial effects of the frame remain geometrized in the sense of general relativity,
and are described by a connection.
In general relativity, on the other hand, the inertial and gravitational effects are both geometrized,
and described by the same connection. In fact, in that theory the equation of motion is given by the
geodesic equation
du′a
ds
− ◦A′cab u′c u′b = 0, (40)
with the spin connection given by
◦
A
′c
ab =
1
2
(f ′cab + f
′
ab
c − f ′bac) . (41)
Since f ′cba includes both the gravitational and the inertial effects (see Eq. (35)), these two effects turn
out to be mixed in the geodesic equation (40). Using now the relation
◦
A
′c
ab =
•
A
′c
ab −
•
K
′c
ab, (42)
as well as the identity
− •K ′cab u′c u′b =
•
T ′cab u
′
c u
′b, (43)
which follows directly from the contortion definition, we see clearly that the geodesic equation (40)
is equivalent to the teleparallel force equation (39). Although equivalent, however, there is a deep
difference between these two equations. In the teleparallel approach, the true gravitational effect is
extracted from the general relativity spin connection
◦
A′cab and transferred to the right-hand side of
the equation of motion, which then becomes a force equation. The inertial effects of the frame remain
geometrized through the connection
•
A′cab appearing in the left-hand side. This means essentially that
teleparallel gravity achieves a separation between gravitation and inertia.
5 Final Remarks
One of the fundamental problems of gravitation is the conceptual conflict of Einstein’s general relativity
with quantum mechanics. There are fundamental reasons underneath that inconsistency, essentially
related to the very principles on which the theories are based. General relativity, as is well known,
is based on the equivalence principle, whose strong version establishes the local equivalence between
gravitation and inertia. Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, is fundamentally based on the
uncertainty principle, which is a nonlocal principle. On this fundamental difference lies one of the
roots of the difficulty in reconciling both theories [2].
Now, it so happens that, in addition to the geometric description of general relativity, gravitation
can also be described in terms of a gauge theory for the translation group, called teleparallel gravity.
In this theory, instead of curvature, torsion is assumed to represent the gravitational field. In spite
of this fundamental difference, the two theories are found to yield equivalent classical descriptions of
the gravitational interaction. We may then say that the gravitational interaction can be described
alternatively in terms of curvature, as is usually done in general relativity, or in terms of torsion,
in which case we have the so called teleparallel gravity. A crucial property of this theory is that the
gravitational effects are taken into account through a true force, whereas the inertial or fictitious effects
are geometrized in the sense of general relativity. This can be seen by inspecting the corresponding
gravitational coupling rules. Considering a general Lorentz-rotated frame, the coupling prescription
of general relativity, as is well known, amounts to replace
∂µ →
◦
D′µ = ∂µ − 12
◦
A′abµ Sab, (44)
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with Sab the Lorentz generators written in an appropriate representation. In teleparallel gravity, on
account of the identity (42), the coupling prescription is given by [21]
∂µ →
•
D′µ = ∂µ − 12
•
A
′ab
µ Sab +
1
2
•
K
′ab
µ Sab. (45)
We see from these equations that the teleparallel coupling prescription separates the true gravitational
effect — described by contortion — from the inertial effect — described by a connection. A crucial
point is to observe that curvature, which is the tensor that truly represents the gravitational field in
general relativity — in the sense that it vanishes in the absence of gravitation — does not appear
in the gravitational coupling prescription, nor in the equation of motion of spinless particles. On
the other hand, torsion (or equivalently, contortion), which is the tensor that truly represents the
gravitational field in teleparallel gravity, does appear in the coupling prescription, and consequently
also in the equation of motion of spinless particles. This is a fundamental difference between general
relativity and teleparallel gravity, being the responsible for the possibility of separating, in the latter,
true gravitational effects from inertia. Furthermore, since torsion can never be made to vanish through
an appropriate choice of the frame, the equivalence principle does not apply to this case. Only the
inertial effects, which are described by a connection, can be made to vanish in a specific frame.
Another aspect of the same property is the pure-gauge character of the spin connection. It is
this property that allows the teleparallel field equation to be written in the potential form (16), in
which both terms of the left-hand side transform covariantly. Since one of these terms represents
the gravitational energy-momentum density, it is consequently a true tensor. It is important to
remark that, although Einstein’s equation can also be written in the potential form, because its spin
connection can never be made to vanish everywhere through an appropriate choice of the frame, its field
equation cannot be rewritten in a form in which both terms of the left-hand side are covariant. This
means essentially that, in general relativity it is not possible to define a covariant energy-momentum
density for the gravitational field [22]. This is somehow expected because in general relativity inertial
and gravitational effects are always mixed, and since inertial effects are non-covariant, the resulting
gravitational energy-momentum density will consequently be non-covariant. As far as in teleparallel
gravity it is possible to separate gravitation from inertia, it is also possible to separate the energy-
momentum density of the gravitational field — which, like the teleparallel gravitational force, turns
out to be a true tensor — from that of inertia, which is not tensorial [19]. An interesting property of
the tensorial current (17) is that its trace vanishes identically,
•
 ρ
ρ ≡ haρ
•
 a
ρ = 0, (46)
as expected for a massless field. On the other hand, the trace of the pseudotensor (21) is found to be
proportional to the Lagrangian:
h
•
tµ
µ = − h
2k2
•
Sa
µν
•
T aµν = −2
•
L. (47)
Similar results hold respectively for the symmetric and the canonical energy-momentum densities of
the electromagnetic field [23].
Although equivalent to general relativity, the gauge approach of teleparallel gravity is able to
separate true gravitational effects — which is described by a tensor — from inertial effects — which
is described by a connection. This means that the gravitational interaction in teleparallel gravity is
not geometrized, but described by a true force. As a consequence, it turns out not to require the
equivalence principle. Replacing general relativity by its teleparallel equivalent, therefore, may be an
important step towards a prospective reconciliation of gravitation with quantum mechanics [24].
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